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Introduction: what is CFTI?
In 2018 Guidoboni et al. released a new, largely
revised and updated version of the Catalogue of
Strong Earthquakes in Italy and in the extended
Mediterranean area, termed CFTI5Med [1]
(http://storing.ingv.it/cfti/cfti5/). The catalogue
collects the results of over three decades of
research on historical seismicity in Italy. It
comprises the reference study for the vast
majority of damaging earthquakes in the Italian
Parametric Earthquake Catalogue (CPTI15 [2])
and for several earthquakes listed in the Italian

Archive of Historical Earthquake Data (ASMI [3]),
which is part of AHEAD, the European node for
the collection and distribution of historical
earthquake data in the framework of EPOS.
What makes CFTI5Med different from all other
earthquake catalogues is that its database does
not only contain parametric data and
macroseismic intensities assigned to individual
localities, but also synthetic descriptions of the
seismic scenario for each investigated
earthquake sequence, providing a complete

account of the effects on both the built and
natural environment. In addition, for every
investigated earthquake sequence, CFTI5Med
supplies also the relevant bibliography in an
organized form, allowing the reader to navigate
upstream from the parameters of a specific
earthquake to the original sources that were
used to investigate that event.
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The information is organized in a set of 
historical-critical comments providing a 
complete account of the territorial impact and 
of the social and economic upheaval caused, 
through both general descriptions for any given 
earthquake sequence and specific comments 
for each individual locality.
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In addition to the effects on the built 
environment, CFTI5Med provides also 
descriptions of the effects induced by 
earthquakes on the natural environment, such 
as ground cracks, chasms, landslides, rockfalls, 
changes in the discharge rate of rivers and 
springs, tsunami effects, overflowing of lakes, 
etc.
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23,538 sources are available for consultation 
and for download in PDF format

(out of 47,211 used for the whole Catalogue)
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